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Misspelled Words Questions for IBPS Clerk PRE, SBI Clerk PRE and RRB 
Asst. Pre Exams. 

Misspelled Words Quiz 24 

Directions: In each question below, four words printed in bold type are given. These are 
numbered (A), (B), (C) and (D). One these words printed in bold might either be wrongly 
spelt or inappropriate in the context of the sentence. Find out the word that is inappropriate 
or wrongly spelt, if any. The number of the word is your answer. If the words printed in bold 
are correctly spelt and appropriate in the context of the sentence then mark (E), i.e. 'All 
Correct', as your answer. 
 

1. Ramesh had an aversion (A) / to alcohol and would (B) / avoid going to partyes (C) / with 
his friends. (D) / All correct (E) 

A. aversion  B. would  C. partyes  D. friends  E. All correct 
 

2. Lucy was working (A) / overtime because (B) / she had to prepare (C) / for an important 
meating. (D) / All correct (E) 

A. working  B. because  C. meating  D. prepare  E. All correct 
 

3. Roshni was found (A) / of pets and she was a proud (B) / owner of many unique (C) / 
animals. (D) / All correct (E) 

A. found  B. proud  C. unique  D. animals  E. All correct 
 

4. Ahmad was not only very intelligent (A) / but also very sincere (B) / and would always 
strand (C) / first in his class. (D) / All correct (E) 

A. intelligent  B. sincere  C. strand  D. class  E. All correct 
 

5.  The kidnappers (A) / asked for ransom (B) / and threatened (C) / to kill Mr. Gopalan’s son if 
their demands (D) / were not met. All correct (E) 

A. kidnappers  B. ransom  C. threatened  D. demands  E. All correct 
 

6.  Ramesh spiled (A) / juice all over Raj’s new (B) / clothes and did not even care (C) / to 
apologise. (D) / All correct (E) 

A. spiled  B. new   C. care   D. apologise  E. All correct 
 

7.  Ravi met (A) / with an accidant (B) / and broke (C) / his leg the day he bought (D) / his new 
car. All correct (E) 

A. met   B. accidant  C. broke  D. bought  E. All correct 



 

 

8.  Daisy loved (A) / children and so she would distrebute (B) / sweets in an orphanage (C) / on 
her birthday. (D) / All correct (E) 

A. loved  B. distrebute  C. orphanage  D. birthday  E. All correct 

 
9.  Roshni wanted (A) / to play (B) / with her pet dog and so she started (C) / throwing 
tantrums. (D) / All correct (E) 

A. wanted  B. play   C. started  D. tantrums  E. All correct 

 
10.  All the competitors (A) / completed (B) / the race, (C) / with just one exeption. (D) / All 
correct (E) 

A. competitors B. completed  C. race   D. exeption  E. All Correct 

Correct Answers: 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

C C A C E A B B E D 

 
Explanations : 
 
1. The correct spelling is ‘parties’. 

 
Hence, option C is correct. 

 
 

2. The correct spelling is ‘meeting’. 
 
Hence, option C is correct. 

 
 

3.  Replace ‘found’ with ‘fond’. 
 
Hence, option A is correct. 

 
  

4.   Replace ‘strand’ with ‘stand’. 
 
Hence, option C is correct. 
 
 

5.  All are correct 
 
Hence, option E is correct. 



 

 

6. The correct spelling is ‘spilled’. 
 
Hence, option A is correct. 

 
 

7. The correct spelling is ‘accident’. 
 
Hence, option B is correct. 

 
 

8. The correct spelling is ‘distribute’. 
 
Hence, option B is correct. 

 
 

9. All are correct. 
 
Hence, option E is correct. 

 
 

10. The correct spelling is ‘exception’. 
 
Hence, option D is correct 
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